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Thank you for the invitation



Firstly, who am I ?

University?
Manager

Senior 
school

University

University Apprentice

Global
corporate

Junior 
school

Supervisor



360 degree bodyshop experience



Today we have heard about…
• Market Trends
• Technology
• Legislation
• Innovation
• Standards

…So much information. So many ideas.



But ideas earn you nothing



Lesson 1: Implementation is everything

The only difference between high and low 
performing businesses is implementation.

Everything else is just an excuse.



Lesson 2: Change yourself first

If you want to be fit for 
the future, you need to 
change yourself before
you can change your 
business. 



How does our industry plan for the future?

What percentage of bodyshop owners and 
managers have no qualification for their job?



….What would that look like in other industries?



In airlines…



In hospitals…



In fashion…



In cruises…



Lesson 3: Invest in yourself

Re-invest 10% of the profits you earn in yourself 
and your management team. 

It will be the best investment you will ever make.



The captain and bridge are on the top for a reason



Lesson 4: The only constant is change

It is not the biggest, strongest or cheapest
businesses that succeed.

It is the ones that are most adaptable to
change.



Lesson 5: Run your business like you mean to sell it

It does not matter whether you grow, diversify or exit. 

If you run your business like you intend to sell it, then 
you will run a better business.



Lesson 6: understand your revenue stream

Non Revenue
Everyday costs

HR, Admin, Finance,
Accounts, Meetings

Revenue
Today’s profit

Growth
Tomorrow’s profit

Intent & Vision  

Product

Positioning

Distribution

Sales

Factory

Delivery

Client Services



If you start with this…



…You will end up with this



Lesson 7: Choose between money or excuses

You can make money or you can make excuses, 
but you cannot make both.

They are mutually incompatible.



There are a lot of people fishing in your space



Lesson 8: Always give more than they expect

259

Standards

Extras

Do Don’t Do Positive 
energy

Negative 
energy

Neutral
so what?



Lesson 9: Success comes in jumps

Sales

Channel

Product

Brand



Lesson 10: Build assets not just profits

Industry   
Standard

Brand and  USPs

+2 Culture and capability

+6

Channels and extensions

+7 Scale and scalability

+3 Systems and repeatability

+4 Product and innovation

+5

-7 Uncontrollable external factors

-3

-2 Excessive high or fixed costs

-6 Dependence on management

-5 Liabilities

-4

Increasing  
business  value

Decreasing  
business  value

Revenue risk

Assets and condition



Thank you


